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Loans offered for home buyers in Malaysia

Home buyers usually find it difficult to arrange the funds that buying a new home requires. Many a
times they opt for mortgage or loans after deciding one that fulfils their needs ideally. Like
elsewhere, in Malaysia too such loans are present in many choices to help any buyer find the best
deal. The buyer first needs to decide what loan type they wish to take. Choosing between an
adjustable rate mortgage and a fixed rate mortgage is usually the first question a buyer needs to
answer. Adjustable rate or floating rate mortgages are the most appealing loan types that can easily
lure an interested buyer. However, doing ample research can save anyone from getting trapped in
an unfavourable situation later.

Difference between fixed rate loans and adjustable mortgages

Government in Malaysia, have initiated many new mortgages in order to help and support people
investing in  real estate malaysia. Most buyers here choose stability that fixed rate mortgages offer.
These types of mortgages have a fixed rate of interest that the lender cannot change during the
entire tenure of the loan. The adjustable rate mortgages on the other hand depict the appealing loan
type. These loans however can have variable interest rate, which the lender can change after a
period of two to five years. The new rates are based on the overall economy at that particular time.
The interest rates are usually judged by the ups and downs in the economy.

Advantages and disadvantages of fixed rate loans

Fixed rate mortgages are best for people seeking to achieve financial stability while investing on 
Malaysia properties.  This decision proves fruitful to avoid any surprises later and remains stable
even when the current interest rates take a sudden thrust. The person here can however enjoy
lowered interest rates while opting for refinancing later that has its own pros and cons.

Advantages and disadvantages of adjustable rate loans

For people seeking to buy a house in Malaysia and in the hunt for tight housing budget the
adjustable rate mortgages usually offer the best alternative. Also, for buyers who do not expect to
stay in their new homes for more than five years this loan type appear as the ideal choice. These
loans help in taking benefits of a falling rate of interest but without undertaking any refinancing for
the same. But, as every coin has two sides, the risk of the interest rates going up also has equal
chances. For such buyers, the online mortgage calculator can help in knowing that whether such
loans can help them in coping with the worst case when the interest rate can mount to the highest
possible amount.

The bottom line

Doing as much research as possible seems inevitable to avoid any unfavourable consequences
later. Choosing a loan type that fits in perfectly in a personâ€™s lifestyle and financial needs must be
considered. Understanding the difference between the two loan types is significant and any person
must take the time to learn as much as possible, for buying a new home in Malaysia is not an
exercise that one can undertake every now and then, itâ€™s in fact a once in a lifetime opportunity and
that too for only a chosen few.
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The author is an expert in  a real estate malaysia and works with SriShanBid to assist with buying
and selling of  a Malaysia properties. SriShanBid as a leading property company can help anyone in
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